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v)

Write the concept of simulated teaching.

vi)

Explain the importance of laboratory work.

Time : 1 12 Hours

Full Marks : 35

vii) Write four significances of Evaluation.

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Candidates are required to give their answers in
their own words as far as practicable.

GROUP–B

GROUP–A

(Marks : 15)

(Marks : 10)
[Answer any five from the following questions, each
within 50 words.]

[

[
]
1.

[Answer any three from the following questions, each
within 150 words.]
]

2×5=10
2.

i)

What is field trip?

ii)

What is meant by Probing Question?

iii)

Write four characteristics of Micro teaching.

5
3.

iv)

Describe the importance of science fair and
exhibition in Computer science and application
teaching.

Discuss the steps of Micro teaching.
5

What is the essential educational qualification
of a Computer science and application
teacher?
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4.

Construct 10 criterion based questions on any unit
from computer science syllabus of H.S. Standard
under WBCHSE. (Mention the criterion against
each question)
WBCHSE

5+5
8.

Choose any topic or unit of Computer science and
application from higher secondary syllabus of
WBCHSE board and analyse the topic
pedagogically as per following instruction:

5
5.

WBCHSE

Distinguish between objective and subjective
evaluation.
a)
5

6.

Breaking of unit into subunit with number of
periods.

Write the name of five skills and its components
of simulated teaching.
5

2
b)

Previous knowledge of the topic.
2

GROUP–C
c)

(Marks : 10)
[Answer any one from the following questions, within
300 words.]

Instructional objectives in behavioural terms
from any two subunits.
3

[
]
7.

d)
How do you organize an excursion for secondary
school students? Discuss the significance of
educational excursion.

Teaching learning strategies from any two
subunits.
3
__________
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